PRESS RELEASE

Consul Neowatt awarded - No. 1 Indian UPS Manufacturer of the Year at SD Awards 2017
CHENNAI, 12th December, 2017: Consul Neowatt, the Global Indian UPS company today announced that
it has been awarded as the No 1 Indian UPS Manufacturer at the SD Awards 2017 (SD Awards is the only
awards for the UPS industry in India). The 25th edition of SD Awards was organized in Bangalore by Soft
Disk, celebrating the UPS and Solar Day on December 9th 2017.
Winning the No 1 Indian UPS Manufacturer award is a testimony to the giant strides that the company
has taken over the last few years in expanding their UPS product range. The company today offers the
most comprehensive range of UPS in the country. The flagship Falcon UPS family includes UPS with inbuilt transformer and transformer free models that are available in capacity upto 600kva and scalable to
multiple MVA in parallel systems. Recently the Falcon family was further expanded with the introduction
of Falcon 7000M which is a three phase modular UPS range scalable from 25kVA to 900kVA.
Mr. Sriram Ramakrishnan, MD & CEO, Consul Neowatt speaking about the proud moment said, “Our vision
is to be the premier company in the industry. We are quietly confident about the strides we are making in
the market and becoming a credible alternative to MNC brands. Receiving this award is a great honour
and recognition of our efforts in providing reliable UPS solutions for customers across the country. We are
happy that our UPS products are empowering our customers in Industrial, commercial, healthcare, IT/ITES,
Infrastructure and banking sectors to improve their uptime and productivity, contributing to the economic
growth of the country.”
The intimate knowledge of the challenging Indian power environment built over the last three decades
along with a world class R&D team has enabled the company to design product that perform reliably in
exacting and challenging environmental conditions as well as meet stringent operating requirements.
Adding to this Sriram also mentioned “Our Falcon UPS products have superior thermal design and are
designed for long life even for sites with higher ambient temperatures, poor power quality, while being
innovative, cost effective and energy efficient, thereby winning customer hearts.”
Consul Neowatt is the only Indian company to offer a comprehensive range of power electronics products
– power backup, power conditioning, energy conservation, solar and custom solutions. This includes
mission critical Falcon range of UPS solutions, IORA range of Active Harmonic Filters, Sunbird range of
solar PCU, Hornbill range of Static Transfer Switches and the Pelican range of offline UPS. All products
have been developed in-house at Consul Neowatt’s state of the art DSIR (Department of Industrial &
Scientific Research) approved R&D center in India and are proven in exacting field conditions experienced
in India.

About Consul Neowatt Power Solutions:
Consul Neowatt Power Solutions Pvt Ltd is the Global Indian UPS company and the only Indian company to
manufacture and supply a full range of power electronics products, services and solutions – Online UPS, Offline UPS,
Active Harmonic Filter, Industrial UPS, Solar Inverters, Servo Stabilizers and Isolation and Static Transfer switches.
The solutions and products are backed with more than three decades of field experience in developing customized
power products that meet the exacting standards of clients in supporting critical and sensitive equipment in various

industrial and commercial applications. Consul Neowatt operates ISO 9001, ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001 certified
modern manufacturing facilities located in Chennai and Pune, India. All products are backed by a nation-wide service
network based out of 80 locations to provide quick, reliable and local service. Till date Consul Neowatt has completed
over 300,000 installations across India, Africa and Middle East delivering over 1000 Megawatt of power conditioning
and power back up products and solutions.

For more information visit www.consulneowatt.com

